
 

INFORMATION LETTER 

Troitskaya Paper Mill was founded in 1786, in 1991 the new paper and parchment production – OJSC 

"Troitskaya Paper Mill” was built.  

General Director – Orlov Pavel Aleksandrovich.. 

Commercial Director - Churakov Roman Aleksandrovich. 

JSC "Troitskaya Paper Mill" is the only producer of vegetable parchment in the Russian Federation and one 

of the leading manufacturers of packaging types of paper. 

The company is located in the Kaluga region, 180 km south-west from Moscow. 

Convenient location of the enterprise in the vicinity of federal highways and railways allows shipping the 

goods with all kinds of transport: auto, rail way, sea containers. 

OJSC "Troitskaya Paper Mill” exports its products to Europe, Southeast Asia, North and South America, 

India, Australia, New Zealand, the CIS countries. 

The company is equipped with two paper machines and two parchment machines, production capacity of 

the plant is more than 12,000 tons of parchment and  20,000 tons of greaseproof and wet strength paper per year. 

The company has passed the certification of ISO9001, IQNet, it has certificates of FDA (USA) and Isega 

(International European certificate). 

All products of the company are produced from 100% bleached pulp. 

A lot of attention is paid to the quality of incoming raw materials as well as to the quality of finished 

products. The company employs a laboratory equipped with modern equipment, passing regularly calibrations. 

Parchment and paper of "Troitskaya Paper Mill" is widely known among consumers. They are widely used 

in food, textile and pharmaceutical industry, used in the manufacture of packaging for bulk products, yeast, foods 

with a high water content and fat content. High whiteness of products allows performing of color printing that gives 

to the packaging attractive appearance. During production of paper and parchment special parameters are controlled 

that improve the reliability of the finished product. The package made from our paper retains its properties during 

freezing of food staff. 

Parchment withstands temperatures up to 220 ° C. Parchment with silicone coating is used as a release layer at 

baking. Multiple use is possible.  

Production of "TPM" is supplied to the consumer in rolls, width of the rools from 340mm to 2000mm, 

winding diameter up to 1000mm, and reels with width of the roll from 60 to 340 mm, winding diameter up to 

600mm. For roll products different cores can be used - 152mm, 76mm, 70mm. 

Goods can be supplied in sheets, cut according to customer request. 

Deliveries are made by trucks, rail cars, sea containers. 

Delivery is possible on the following terms FCA-plant, CIF or CFR – port of destination, DAP or CIP. 

In the case of interest of the customer, the personal manager will promptly provide all necessary 

information about the product, pricing on the requested conditions, will inform the customer about production time 

of the order and will send samples of requested paper. 

OJSC "Troitskaya Paper Mill" invites you to a reliable and mutually beneficial cooperation! 

 

Commercial Director 

Churakov Roman. 

 

Contact person: Lomova Ellina 

 mob. +79109118396; e-mail: e.lomova@tbf.ru  
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